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(54) REMOTE MONITORING SYSTEM

(57) It is a problem of the present invention to provide
a remote monitoring system that issues a failure report
to an extent that a concerned party does not feel bur-
dened when a failure has occurred in a facility device or
a management device. A remote monitoring system (10)
is equipped with operating data receiving means (24),
failure report transmitting means (14g), new failure de-
termining means (14e), repair progress data generating
means (14f) and repair progress updating means (7, 22,
14c). The operating data receiving means receives fail-
ure data from a facility device (5) or a management device

(3). The failure report transmitting means transmits a fail-
ure report corresponding to a failure data to the con-
cerned party. The new failure determining means deter-
mines whether or not the failure data are new. The repair
progress data generating means generates repair
progress data using repair progress of the failure as a
first state when the failure data are new. The repair
progress updating means is capable of updating the re-
pair progress of the repair progress data from the first
state to a second state. The failure report transmitting
means stops transmission of the failure report when the
repair progress is the second state.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a remote mon-
itoring system that is connected via a public line to a
facility device and a management device that manages
that facility device, with the remote monitoring system
processing operating data of the facility device transmit-
ted from the facility device or the management device.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] There are remote monitoring systems that are
connected via a public line to a facility device and a man-
agement device that manages that facility device, with
the remote monitoring system processing operating data
of the facility device transmitted from the facility device
or the management device. These remote monitoring
systems monitor whether a failure is occurring in the fa-
cility device, for example, on the basis of the operating
data they have acquired. Conventionally, among these
remote monitoring systems, there is a remote monitoring
system that issues a failure report by email or the like,
for example, to a remote monitoring system manager, a
person in charge of maintenance or a user (hereinafter
called "the concerned party") when a failure has occurred
in the facility device (see patent document 1).

Patent Document 1: JP-ANo. 2006-19077

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

<Technical Problem>

[0003] However, there is the potential for the con-
cerned party to feel burdened if the remote monitoring
system always issues a failure notification to the con-
cerned party when a failure has occurred in the facility
device or the management device.
[0004] It is problem of the present invention to provide
a remote monitoring system that issues a failure report
to an extent that the concerned party does not feel bur-
dened when a failure has occurred in the facility device
or the management device.

<Solution to the Problem>

[0005] A remote monitoring system pertaining to a first
aspect of the invention is equipped with operating data
receiving means, failure report transmitting means, new
failure determining means, repair progress data gener-
ating means and repair progress updating means. The
operating data receiving means is connected via a line
to a facility device or a management device that manages
the facility device, with the operating data receiving
means receiving, as one set of operating data, failure
data transmitted from the facility device or the manage-

ment device. The failure report transmitting means trans-
mits a failure report associated with the failure data to a
concerned party who is a remote monitoring system man-
ager, a person in charge of maintenance and a user when
the failure report transmitting means has received the
failure data. The new failure determining means deter-
mines whether or not the failure data are new. The repair
progress data generating means generates repair
progress data using repair progress of the failure as a
first state when the failure data are new. The repair
progress updating means is capable of the concerned
party updating and inputting the repair progress of the
repair progress data from the first state to a second state
differing from the first state. The failure report transmitting
means stops transmission of the failure report when the
repair progress is the second state.
[0006] In the present invention, the remote monitoring
system determines whether or not the failure data trans-
mitted when the facility device or the management device
has failed are new and issues a failure report by email
or the like, for example, to the concerned party when the
failure data are new. Further, the repair progress data
registered when the failure data are new are utilized to
determine whether or not the failure data are new.
[0007] Consequently, the remote monitoring system
transmits a failure report only when the failure data are
new, and the remote monitoring system can stop the fail-
ure report when the same type of failure continues to
occur, for example. For this reason, a situation where the
remote monitoring system transmits the same type of
failure report several times to the concerned party can
be prevented, and a situation where the concerned party
feels burdened can be controlled.
[0008] A remote monitoring system pertaining to a sec-
ond aspect of the invention is the remote monitoring sys-
tem pertaining to the first aspect of the invention, wherein
the repair progress updating means is further capable of
updating the repair progress from the first state or the
second state to a third state differing from the first state
and the second state.
[0009] In the present invention, the repair progress can
be updated from the first state (e.g., "new") to the second
state (e.g., "being repaired" or "being followed") and can
also be updated from the second state to the third state
(e.g., "repair completed") by the repair progress updating
means. Consequently, the repair progress can be man-
aged in greater detail.
[0010] A remote monitoring system pertaining to a third
aspect of the invention is the remote monitoring system
pertaining to the second aspect of the invention, wherein
the new failure determining means determines that the
failure data are new when there are no repair progress
data corresponding to the failure data or when the repair
progress of the repair progress data corresponding to
the failure data is the third state.
[0011] In the present invention, the new failure deter-
mining means determines that the failure data are new
when there are no repair progress data corresponding
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to the failure data or when the repair progress of the repair
progress data corresponding to the failure data is "repair
completed".
[0012] Consequently, the failure report transmitting
means does not transmit a failure report even when it
has again received failure data relating to a failure for
which it has already transmitted a failure report and for
which repair has not been completed. For this reason, a
situation where the remote monitoring system transmits
the same type of failure report several times to the con-
cerned party can be prevented, and a situation where
the concerned party feels burdened can be controlled.
[0013] A remote monitoring system pertaining to a
fourth aspect of the invention is the remote monitoring
system pertaining to the second or third aspect of the
invention, wherein the operating data receiving means
is further capable of receiving, as one set of the operating
data, failure resolution data transmitted by the facility de-
vice or the management device when the failure has been
resolved. Further, the repair progress updating means
updates the repair progress of the repair progress data
corresponding to the failure from the first state or the
second state to the third state when the failure resolution
data are received.
[0014] In the present invention, when the operating da-
ta receiving means has received the failure resolution
data, the repair progress updating means automatically
updates the repair progress of the repair progress data
corresponding to that failure from the first state or the
second state to the third state. The "first state" referred
to here represents "new", which indicates that repair
progress data have been newly created, for example.
Further, the "second state" referred to here represents
"being repaired", which is a state where repair has been
requested with respect to the failure, or "being followed",
which is a state where the course of the repair is being
followed, for example. Further, the "third state" referred
to here represents "repair completed", which is a state
where the failure has been resolved, for example.
[0015] Consequently, when the failure has been re-
solved, such as when repair has been completed, for
example, the remote monitoring system can automati-
cally update the repair progress from the first state or the
second state to the third state. That is, the remote mon-
itoring system can utilize the fact that the failure has been
resolved to automatically reflect this in the repair
progress. For this reason, the burden involved in the con-
cerned party updating the repair progress can be allevi-
ated.
[0016] A remote monitoring system pertaining to a fifth
aspect of the invention is the remote monitoring system
pertaining to the fourth aspect of the invention, wherein
the failure resolution data include the date and time when
the failure was resolved.
[0017] In the present invention, the failure resolution
data include the date and time when the failure was re-
solved. Consequently, the remote monitoring system can
utilize the date and time when the failure was resolved

to reflect this in the repair progress data.
[0018] A remote monitoring system pertaining to a
sixth aspect of the invention is the remote monitoring
system pertaining to any of the second to fifth aspects of
the invention, wherein the first state is a state where the
failure data are first received or a state where the failure
data are first received after the failure has been resolved.
The second state is a state where repair has been re-
quested with respect to the failure or a state where the
course of the failure is being followed. The third state is
a state where the failure has been resolved.
[0019] In the present invention, the repair progress of
the repair progress data can be manually changed from
a state where the failure data are first received which is
an initial state (that is, "new") to a state where repair has
been requested with respect to the failure (that is, "being
repaired") or a state where the course of the failure is
being followed (that is, "being followed"). Moreover, the
repair progress of the repair progress data can be man-
ually changed from "new", "being repaired" or "being fol-
lowed" to "repair completed".
[0020] Consequently, by checking the repair progress,
the concerned party can distinguish whether the failure
is a new failure, whether the failure is being repaired,
whether the course of the failure is being followed, or
whether repair has been completed, and the remote mon-
itoring system can judge whether or not to transmit a
failure report depending on that repair progress.
[0021] A remote monitoring system pertaining to a sev-
enth aspect of the invention is the remote monitoring sys-
tem pertaining to any of the first to sixth aspects of the
invention, wherein the failure data include failure codes
assigned by category of the failure. The new failure de-
termining means determines whether or not the failure
data are new per each of the failure codes. The repair
progress data generating means generates the repair
progress data per each of the failure codes. The failure
report transmitting means transmits the failure report as-
sociated with the failure code.
[0022] In the present invention, the failure data are
processed per failure code. Consequently, when a similar
failure has occurred, a situation where the remote mon-
itoring system uselessly transmits a failure report can be
prevented.
[0023] A remote monitoring system pertaining to an
eighth aspect of the invention is the remote monitoring
system pertaining to any of the first to seventh aspects
of the invention, wherein the failure report transmitting
means transmits the failure report by email.
[0024] In the present invention, the failure report trans-
mitting means transmits the failure report by email. Con-
sequently, the remote monitoring system can inform the
concerned party of the occurrence of a failure regardless
of the temporal circumstances of the concerned party
and rapidly.
[0025] A remote monitoring system pertaining to a
ninth aspect of the invention is the remote monitoring
system pertaining to any of the first to eighth aspects of
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the invention, wherein the failure data include the date
and time when the failure occurred.
[0026] In the present invention, the failure data include
the date and time when the failure occurred. Consequent-
ly, the remote monitoring system can utilize the date and
time when the failure occurred to reflect this in the repair
progress data.

<Advantageous Effects of Invention>

[0027] In the remote monitoring system pertaining to
the first aspect of the invention, the remote monitoring
system transmits a failure report only when the failure
data are new, and the remote monitoring system can stop
the failure report when the same type of failure continues
to occur, for example. For this reason, a situation where
the remote monitoring system transmits the same type
of failure report several times to the concerned party can
be prevented, and a situation where the concerned party
feels burdened can be controlled.
[0028] In the remote monitoring system pertaining to
the second aspect of the invention, the repair progress
can be managed in greater detail.
[0029] In the remote monitoring system pertaining to
the third aspect of the invention, the failure report trans-
mitting means does not transmit a failure report even
when it has again received failure data relating to a failure
for which it has already transmitted a failure report and
for which repair has not been completed. For this reason,
a situation where the remote monitoring system transmits
the same type of failure report several times to the con-
cerned party can be prevented, and a situation where
the concerned party feels burdened can be controlled.
[0030] In the remote monitoring system pertaining to
the fourth aspect of the invention, when the failure has
been resolved, such as when repair has been completed,
for example, the remote monitoring system can automat-
ically update the repair progress from the first state or
the second state to the third state. That is, the remote
monitoring system can utilize the fact that the failure has
been resolved to automatically reflect this in the repair
progress. For this reason, the burden involved in the con-
cerned party updating the repair progress can be allevi-
ated.
[0031] In the remote monitoring system pertaining to
the fifth aspect of the invention, the remote monitoring
system can utilize the date and time when the failure was
resolved to reflect this in the repair progress data.
[0032] In the remote monitoring system pertaining to
the sixth aspect of the invention, by checking the repair
progress, the concerned party can distinguish whether
the failure is a new failure, whether the failure is being
repaired, whether the course of the failure is being fol-
lowed, or whether repair has been completed, and the
remote monitoring system can judge whether or not to
transmit a failure report depending on that repair
progress.
[0033] In the remote monitoring system pertaining to

the seventh aspect of the invention, when a similar failure
has occurred, a situation where the remote monitoring
system uselessly transmits a failure report can be pre-
vented.
[0034] In the remote monitoring system pertaining to
the eighth aspect of the invention, the remote monitoring
system can inform the concerned party of the occurrence
of a failure regardless of the temporal circumstances of
the concerned party and rapidly.
[0035] In the remote monitoring system pertaining to
the ninth aspect of the invention, the remote monitoring
system can utilize the date and time when the failure
occurred to reflect this in the repair progress data.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036]

FIG. 1 is a schematic configuration diagram of a fa-
cility device monitoring system of the present em-
bodiment.
FIG. 2 is an internal configuration diagram of a mon-
itoring device.
FIG. 3 is a diagram showing flows of control signals
and data in the monitoring device.
FIG. 4 is an internal configuration diagram of a facility
device monitoring server.
FIG. 5 is a diagram showing flows of control signals
and data in the facility device monitoring server.
FIG. 6 is a hard disk conceptual diagram of the facility
device monitoring server.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a flow of failure data
etc. processing that is executed in the facility device
monitoring system.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a flow of failure data
processing that is executed in the facility device mon-
itoring system.
FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing a flow of failure reso-
lution data processing that is executed in the facility
device monitoring system.
FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing a flow of changed
data processing that is executed in the facility device
monitoring system.

EXPLANATION OF THE REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0037]

3 Monitoring Device (Management device)
5 Multi-type Air Conditioner (Facility Device)
6 Public Line (Line)
7 User Terminal (Repair Progress Updating

Means)
10 Facility Device Monitoring System (Remote Mon-

itoring System)
14c Air Conditioning Monitoring Application (Repair

Progress Updating Means)
14e Mask Checking and Updating Application (New
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Failure Determining Means)
14f Repair Progress Data Registering Application

(Repair Progress Data Generating Means)
14g Failure Email Transmitting Application (Failure

Report Transmitting Means)
22 Input Device (Repair Progress Updating Means)
24 Modem (Operating Data Receiving Means)

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

<Configuration of Facility Device Monitoring System>

[0038] A facility device monitoring system 10 is, as
shown in FIG. 1, mainly configured from a multi-type air
conditioner 5, a monitoring device 3, a facility device mon-
itoring server 1, a public line 6 and a user terminal 7. The
facility device monitoring server 1 and the public line 6
are interconnected by a first communication line 71, the
public line 6 and the monitoring device 3 are intercon-
nected by a second communication line 72, the monitor-
ing device 3 and the multi-type air conditioner 5 are in-
terconnected by a third communication line 73, and the
user terminal 7 and the public line 6 are interconnected
by a fourth communication line 74.

<Components of Facility Device Monitoring System>

(1) Multi-type Air Conditioner

[0039] In the multi-type air conditioner 5, as shown in
FIG. 1, plural indoor units 51a and 51b are connected
via a refrigerant pipe (not shown) and a fifth communi-
cation line 75 with respect to one (may also be plural)
outdoor unit 52. This multi-type air conditioner 5 has the
functions of cooling, heating, and controlling the humidity
of rooms inside an architectural structure such as a build-
ing. Here, the plural indoor units 51a and 51b are clas-
sified into one indoor unit main unit 51a and other indoor
unit sub units 51b, and the indoor unit main unit 51 a is
connected by the third communication line 73 to the mon-
itoring device 3. Further, the indoor unit main unit 51a,
the plural indoor unit sub units 51b and the outdoor unit
52 are interconnected by a fifth communication line 75.

(2) Monitoring Device

[0040] The monitoring device 3 is, as shown in FIG. 2,
a monitoring control device of the multi-type air condi-
tioner 5 and is mainly configured from a central process-
ing unit 31, a RAM (Random Access Memory) 32, a ROM
(Read Only Memory) 33, an EEPROM 34, an I/O control
unit 35, a modem-use interface 37, an air conditioner-
use interface 38, a modem 39 and an air conditioner-use
connector 40. Here, the central processing unit 31, the
RAM 32, the ROM 33, the EEPROM 34 and the I/O con-
trol unit 35 are a microcomputer, for example, and are
connected to each other by a first bus line 36 to configure
one integrated circuit. Further, the modem-use interface

37 and the air conditioner-use interface 38 are printed
circuit boards and the like, for example, and are connect-
ed to the I/O control unit 35 via second bus lines 41a and
41b. Further, the modem 39 is connected to the modem-
use interface 37 via a first communication line 42. Further,
the air conditioner-use connector 40 is connected to the
air conditioner-use interface 38 via a second communi-
cation line 43.
[0041] The central processing unit 31 mainly has a
control unit 31a and an operation unit 31b. As shown in
FIG. 3, the control unit 31a reads a control program stored
in the ROM 33 (see Fd6) and instructs the operation unit
31b, the RAM 32, the ROM 33, the EEPROM 34 and the
I/O control unit 35 to operate in accordance with the con-
trol program it has read (see Fc1 to Fc4). As shown in
FIG. 3, the operation unit 31b acquires necessary data
from the control unit 31a, the RAM 32, the ROM 33 and
the EEPROM 34 (see Fd1, Fd4 and Fd7) and performs
operation processing (e.g., arithmetic operation process-
ing and logic operation processing) in accordance with
a command from the control unit 31a. Further, this oper-
ation unit 31 b can supply processing result data of op-
eration processing to the control unit 31a in accordance
with a command from the control unit 31a (see Fd2). Fur-
ther, this operation unit 31b can write processing result
data of operation processing in the RAM 32 and the EEP-
ROM 34 in accordance with a command from the control
unit 31a (see Fd3).
[0042] As shown in FIG. 3, the RAM 32 can supply
data such as various types of programs to the control
unit 31 a in accordance with an instruction from the con-
trol unit 31 a (see Fd5). Further, this RAM 32 acquires
from the I/O control unit 35 and temporarily stores data
(see Fd9) and temporarily stores data transmitted from
the operation unit 31b (see Fd3). Further, the RAM 32
transmits to the I/O control unit 35 data it is temporarily
storing in accordance with a command from the control
unit 31a (see Fd8).
[0043] The ROM 33 stores the control program and
various types of data. Additionally, as shown in FIG. 3,
this ROM 33 supplies those to the control unit 31a in
accordance with an instruction from the control unit 31a
(see Fd6). Further, this ROM 33 can supply various types
of data to the operation unit 31 b in accordance with an
instruction from the control unit 3 1 a (see Fd7).
[0044] The EEPROM 34 is an electrically rewritable
ROM and stores monitoring data of the multi-type air con-
ditioner 5.
[0045] The I/O control unit 35 inputs to the RAM 32
data incoming to the modem 39 and data transmitted
from the multi-type air conditioner 5 (see Fd9) and trans-
mits to the multi-type air condition device 5 various types
of data stored in the RAM 32 and control signals.
[0046] The modem-use interface 37 and the air con-
ditioner-use interface 38 are connected to the modem 39
and the air conditioner-use connector 40 via the commu-
nication lines 42 and 43, receive data incoming to the
modem 39 and data transmitted from the multi-type air
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conditioner 5 and at the same time convert those data
into a format that the central processing unit 31 is capable
of processing, and convert data and control signals out-
putted from the I/O control unit 35 to the modem 39 and
the multi-type air conditioner 5 into a format that the mo-
dem 39 and the multi-type air conditioner 5 are capable
of processing.
[0047] The modem 39 transmits various types of data
relating to the multi-type air conditioner 5 stored in the
EEPROM 34 to the facility device monitoring server 1 via
the public line 6 every 30 minutes in accordance with an
instruction from the control unit 31a.
[0048] As shown in FIG 2. the indoor unit main unit 51a
of the multi-type air conditioner 5 is connected to the air
conditioner-use connector 40.

(3) Facility Device Monitoring Server

[0049] The facility device monitoring server 1 is, as
shown in FIG. 4, mainly configured from a server body
1a, an input device 22, a display 23, a modem 24 and a
clock 25.
[0050] The server body 1a is, as shown in FIG. 4, main-
ly configured from a central processing unit 11, a main
memory 13, a hard disk 14, a connection component 12,
an IDE interface 15, an input interface 16, a display in-
terface 17, a modem interface 18 and the clock 25. Ad-
ditionally, in this server body 1a, the central processing
unit 11 is connected to the connection component 12 via
a first bus line 19, the main memory 13 is connected to
the connection component 12 via a second bus line 20,
and the various types of interfaces 16 to 18 are connected
to the connection component 12 via a third bus line 21.

(Central Processing Unit)

[0051] The central processing unit 11 is a semiconduc-
tor chip called a microprocessor, for example, and is
mainly configured from a control unit 11a and an opera-
tion unit 11b (in addition, it may also include a primary
cache memory and a secondary cache memory). As
shown in FIG. 5, the control unit 11 a reads a program
temporarily stored in the main memory 13 (see Fd6) and
instructs each of the units 11b to 14 and each of the
devices 22 to 25 to operate in accordance with the pro-
gram it has read (see Fc1 to Fc7). The operation unit 11b
acquires necessary data from the main memory 13 (see
Fd2) and performs operation processing (e.g., arithmetic
operation processing and logic operation processing) in
accordance with a command from the control unit 11a.

(Main Memory)

[0052] The main memory 13 is a semiconductor chip
such as a RAM (Random Access Memory), for example.
The main memory 13 acquires from the hard disk 14 and
temporarily stores programs and data (see Fd4), tempo-
rarily stores data inputted in the input device 22 (see Fd1);

and temporarily stores data transmitted from the opera-
tion unit 11b and the modem 24 (see Fd3 and Fd10).
Further, this main memory 13 transmits data and the like
it is temporarily storing to each of the units 11b to 14 and
each of the devices 22 to 25 in accordance with a com-
mand from the control unit 11 a (see Fd2, Fd5, Fd7, Fd8,
Fd9 and Fd10).

(Connection Component)

[0053] The connection component 12 is a semicon-
ductor chip such as a chip set.

(Hard Disk)

[0054] In the hard disk 14, as shown in FIG. 6, there
are stored an operating system 14a, device drivers 14b,
programs such as air conditioning monitoring applica-
tions 14c and a database application 14h, and air condi-
tioning monitoring data 14i. The hard disk 14 supplies
programs and data to the main memory 13 (see Fd4) and
stores data transmitted from the main memory 13 (see
Fd5) in accordance with a command from the control unit
11 a. This hard disk 14 may also be an external type.
[0055] The operating system 14a is, for example, WIN-
DOWS (registered trademark), MAC OS (registered
trademark), OS/2, UNIX (registered trademark) (e.g.,
Linux (registered trademark)) or BeOS (registered trade-
mark) and performs hardware monitoring of each of the
units 12 to 14, each of the various types of interfaces 15
to 18 and each of the devices 22 to 24, provision of user
interfaces, monitoring of various types of data, and
processing of common portions of applications. The de-
vice drivers 14b are dedicated programs that are pre-
pared with respect to the hard disk 14, the connection
component 12 and each of the devices 22 to 24 and act
as bridges for the operating system 14a to control the
hard disk 14, the connection component 12 and each of
the devices 22 to 24.
[0056] The air conditioning monitoring applications
14c are programs for storing, in a predetermined data-
base, monitoring data and the like of the multi-type air
conditioner 5 transmitted from the monitoring device 3 to
the facility device monitoring server 1 and for appropri-
ately processing the monitoring data to construct desired
data. In the present embodiment, the air conditioning
monitoring applications 14c are always executed; when
monitoring data are received in the modem 24, the op-
eration unit 11b stores those monitoring data in the hard
disk 14 after converting the monitoring data into a pre-
scribed data format (in the present embodiment, conver-
sion from a column text format to XML format) in accord-
ance with an instruction from the control unit 11a. In these
air conditioning monitoring applications 14c, in order to
make it possible for the facility device monitoring server
1 to optimally monitor depending on the type and config-
uration of the air conditioner (in the present embodiment,
the multi-type air conditioner 5) to which the facility device
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monitoring server 1 is connected, there are plural appli-
cations (specifically, a failure data interpreting applica-
tion 14d, a repair progress data registering application
14e, a mask checking and updating application 14f a fail-
ure email transmitting application 14g. etc.). The failure
data interpreting application 14d is an application which,
when the multi-type air conditioner 5 or the monitoring
device 3 has failed, interprets failure data transmitted
from the monitoring device 3 to the facility device moni-
toring server 1 on the basis of a failure code etc. database
D1 and an air conditioner ID database D3 described later.
The "failure data" referred to here include an air condi-
tioner ID of the failed multi-type air conditioner 5, a failure
code, and a failure occurrence date and time. Further,
the repair progress data registering application 14e reg-
isters, as repair progress data in a repair progress infor-
mation database D2 described later, the failure data in-
terpreted by the failure data interpreting application 14d.
The mask checking and updating application 14f is an
application that checks whether or not those failure data
are in a mask state (described later) and creates and
deletes mask data (described later). Further, the failure
email transmitting application 14g is an application which,
when the failure data checked for being in the mask state
by the mask checking and updating application 14f were
not in the mask state, transmits to the concerned party
(remote monitoring system manager, person in charge
of maintenance, user, etc.) by email a message associ-
ated with a failure code on the basis of the failure code
etc. database D1 described later.
[0057] The database application 14h is a relational da-
tabase application and holds the failure code etc. data-
base D1, the repair progress information database D2
and the air conditioner ID database D3. The failure code
etc. database D1 is a database in which failure codes,
failure descriptions and messages corresponding to
those failure descriptions are associated. Further, the
"messages" referred to here are messages for notifying
the concerned party that a failure has occurred and are
language such as measures to be taken with respect to
failures corresponding to failure codes. The repair
progress information database D2 is a database in which
air conditioner IDs for recognizing the indoor units 51a
and 5 1 b and the outdoor unit 52 of the multi-type air
conditioner 5, failure codes, failure descriptions, failure
occurrence dates and times and repair progress statuses
are associated. In the "repair progress statuses’’ referred
to here, there are "new", which indicates that a failure is
a new occurrence (that is, a state where failure data are
first received or a state where failure data are first re-
ceived after a failure has been resolved), "being re-
paired", which is a state where repair has been requested
with respect to a failure, "being followed", which is a state
where a failure is being followed, and "repair completed",
which is a state where a failure has been resolved. Fur-
ther, these repair progress statuses are capable of being
changed by logging in from an Internet browser or the
like through a public line or the like to the facility device

monitoring server 1 from the user terminal 7 or the input
device 22 connected to the facility device monitoring
server 1. The air conditioner ID database D3 is a data-
base in which the aforementioned air conditioner IDs,
model information and installation locations are associ-
ated. Further, in this database application 14h, there are
described various commands for allowing the central
processing unit 11 to perform various processing.

(Interfaces)

[0058] The IDE (Integrated Drive Electronics) interface
15 connects the hard disk 14 to the connection compo-
nent 12. The input interface 16 is a PS/2, USB, IEEE
1212, RS232 or IrDA (Infrared Data Association) inter-
face, for example, and connects the input device 22 such
as a keyboard, mouse, scanner or OCR (Optical Char-
acter Reader) for inputting data to the main memory 13.
The display interface 17 is an AGP (Accelerated Graph-
ics Port), PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) or
RS232 interface, for example, and connects the display
23 such as a CRT display, liquid crystal display or plasma
display for displaying, as characters and images, data
transmitted from the main memory 13. The modem in-
terface 18 connects the modem 24 for communicably
connecting to the public line 6 or the like.

(4) User Terminal

[0059] The user terminal 7 is a terminal that is con-
nectable to the public line 6. The user terminal 7 may be
a mobile telephone carried by a user who is out or may
be a computer installed in an office where the multi-type
air conditioner 5 is installed or in an outside location.

<Failure Data Etc. Processing Content of Facility Device 
Monitoring System>

[0060] In the facility device monitoring system 10 per-
taining to the embodiment of the present invention, failure
data processing is performed in accordance with the flow-
chart shown in FIG. 7. In the facility device monitoring
system 10, the processing shown in FIG. 7 is executed
every certain amount of time. Further, these processing
histories all become saved in the hard disk 14 as the
repair progress information database D2. Additionally,
when the saved processing histories exceed a predeter-
mined capacity, the facility device monitoring server 1
automatically deletes the processing histories beginning
with the oldest processing history or performs processing
such as notifying the concerned party that the saved
processing histories exceed the predetermined capacity.
[0061] In FIG. 7, in step S1, the facility device moni-
toring server 1 executes failure data processing (the fail-
ure data processing will be described later). When step
S1 ends, the facility device monitoring server 1 moves
to step S2. In step S2, the facility device monitoring server
1 executes failure resolution data processing (the failure
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data resolution processing will be described later). When
step S2 ends, the facility device monitoring server 1
moves to step S3. In step S3, the facility device monitor-
ing server 1 executes changed data processing (the
changed data processing will be described later).
[0062] The failure data processing, the failure resolu-
tion data processing and the changed data processing
will be described in detail below.

(Failure Data Processing)

[0063] In the facility device monitoring system 10 per-
taining to the embodiment of the present invention, the
failure data processing is executed in accordance with
the flowchart shown in FIG. 8.
[0064] In FIG. 8, in step S11, the facility device moni-
toring server 1 checks whether or not it has received fail-
ure data transmitted from the monitoring device 3. When
the facility device monitoring server 1 has received failure
data, it moves to step S12, and when the facility device
monitoring server 1 has not received failure data, it ends
the failure data processing.
[0065] In step S12, the facility device monitoring server
1 references the failure code etc. database D1 from the
failure code of the failure data it has received to extract
the failure description and references the air conditioner
ID database D3 from the air conditioner ID of the failure
data it has received to identify the air conditioner (model
and installation location) that has failed. Then, the facility
device monitoring server 1 references the repair progress
database D2 to check whether or not repair progress
data corresponding to the failed air conditioner and the
failure code exist. Here, when there are no repair
progress data corresponding to the failed air conditioner
and the failure code, the facility device monitoring server
1 moves to step S13, and when there are repair progress
data corresponding to the failed air conditioner and the
failure code, the facility device monitoring server 1 moves
to step S14.
[0066] In step S13, the facility device monitoring server
1 registers, in the repair progress information database
D2, repair progress data in which the air conditioner ID
of the failed air conditioner, the failure code, the failure
description extracted in step S12, the failure occurrence
date and time and the repair progress status are associ-
ated. At this time, the facility device monitoring server 1
registers the repair progress data using "new" as the re-
pair progress status. When step S13 ends, the facility
device monitoring server 1 moves to step S15.
[0067] In step S14, the facility device monitoring server
1 checks whether or not the repair progress data corre-
sponding to the failed air conditioner and the failure code
are in a mask state. The "mask state" referred to here is
a state where the repair progress status is "being re-
paired" or "being followed", and when the repair progress
data are in a mask state, there exist mask data corre-
sponding to the failed air conditioner and the failure code.
That is, in step S14, the facility device monitoring server

1 checks whether or not there are mask data correspond-
ing to the failed air conditioner and the failure code (that
is, the repair progress data). When there are no mask
data in the repair progress data, the facility device mon-
itoring server 1 moves to step S15, and when there are
mask data in the repair progress data, the facility device
monitoring server 1 ends the failure data processing.
[0068] In step S15, the facility device monitoring server
1 references the failure code etc. database on the basis
of the failure code and transmits the corresponding mes-
sage by email to the concerned party. When step S15
ends, the failure data processing ends.

(Failure Resolution Data Processing)

[0069] In the facility device monitoring system 10 per-
taining to the embodiment of the present invention, the
failure resolution data processing is executed in accord-
ance with the flowchart shown in FIG. 9.
[0070] Among the failures occurring in the multi-type
air conditioner 5 or the monitoring device 3, there are
failures that are resolved when the power is switched
OFF and is then switched ON again. When the monitoring
device 3 detects the resolution of a failure, it transmits
the date and time when the failure was resolved (failure
resolution date and time) and the failure code to the fa-
cility device monitoring server 1 as failure resolution data.
The failure resolution data processing is processing
which, when there are failure resolution data, updates
the repair progress of the repair progress data corre-
sponding to the resolved failure to "repair completed" and
automatically ends updating of the repair progress data
corresponding to that failure. Further, at this time the fail-
ure resolution data processing deletes the mask data cre-
ated by the failure data processing, and when a new fail-
ure occurs, a failure report is transmitted by email to the
concerned party. This failure resolution data processing
will be described below in accordance with FIG. 9.
[0071] In FIG. 9, in step S21, the facility device moni-
toring server 1 checks whether or not there are failure
resolution data in operating data transmitted from the
monitoring device 3. The "failure resolution data" referred
to here are data transmitted when the monitoring device
3 no longer detects a failure it had detected from the
multi-type air conditioner 5 or the monitoring device 3
itself, and the "failure resolution data" include the failure
code and the failure resolution date and time. When the
facility device monitoring server 1 receives failure reso-
lution data, it moves to step S22, and when the facility
device monitoring server 1 does not receive failure res-
olution data, it ends the failure resolution data process-
ing.
[0072] In step S22, the facility device monitoring server
1 references the repair progress information database
D2 and extracts the repair progress data corresponding
to the failure code of the resolved failure. When step S22
ends, the facility device monitoring server 1 moves to
step S23.
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[0073] In step S23, the facility device monitoring server
1 checks whether or not there are mask data correspond-
ing to the repair progress data extracted in step S22.
When there are corresponding mask data in the repair
progress data, the facility device monitoring server 1
moves to step S24, and when there are no corresponding
mask data, the facility device monitoring server 1 ends
the failure resolution data processing.
[0074] In step S24, the facility device monitoring server
1 deletes the corresponding mask data it checked for in
step S23. When step S24 ends, the facility device mon-
itoring server 1 moves to step S25.
[0075] In step S25, the facility device monitoring server
1 updates the repair progress of the repair progress data
corresponding to the failure code of the resolved failure
to "repair competed". When step S25 ends, the facility
device monitoring server 1 ends the failure resolution da-
ta processing.

(Changed Data Processing)

[0076] In the facility device monitoring system 10 per-
taining to the embodiment of the present invention, the
changed data processing is executed in accordance with
the flowchart shown in FIG. 10.
[0077] The changed data processing is processing
that is performed when the concerned party has changed
the repair progress of the repair progress data with the
input device 22 of the facility device monitoring server 1
or the user terminal 7. The changed data processing will
be described below in accordance with FIG. 10.
[0078] In FIG. 10, in step S31, the facility device mon-
itoring server 1 references the repair progress informa-
tion database D2 and extracts one set of repair progress
data. When step S31 ends, the facility device monitoring
server 1 moves to step S32.
[0079] In step S32, the facility device monitoring server
1 checks whether or not the repair progress of the repair
progress data extracted in step S31 is "being repaired"
or "being followed". In step S32, when the repair progress
of the extracted repair progress data is "being repaired"
or "being followed", the facility device monitoring server
1 moves to step S33, and when the repair progress of
the extracted repair progress data is not "being repaired"
or "being followed", the facility device monitoring server
1 moves to step S35.
[0080] In step S33, the facility device monitoring server
1 checks whether or not there are mask data correspond-
ing to the repair progress data extracted in step S31. In
step S33, when there are no corresponding mask data,
the facility device monitoring server 1 moves to step S34,
and when there are corresponding mask data, the facility
device monitoring server 1 moves to step S35.
[0081] In step S34, the facility device monitoring server
1 creates mask data corresponding to the repair progress
data and registers the mask data in the repair progress
data. When step S34 ends, the facility device monitoring
server 1 moves to step S35.

[0082] In step S35, the facility device monitoring server
1 checks whether or not the set of repair progress data
extracted in S31 are the last set of repair progress data.
When the set of repair progress data are the last set of
repair progress data, the changed data processing ends,
and when the set of repair progress data are not the last
set of repair progress data, the facility device monitoring
server 1 returns to step S31.

<Characteristics>

[0083]

(1)
In the embodiment of the present invention, when
the multi-type air conditioner 5 or the monitoring de-
vice 3 has failed, the facility device monitoring server
1 determines whether or not the failure data trans-
mitted from the monitoring device 3 are new and,
when the failure data are new, issues a failure report
by email to the concerned party. That is, when the
failure data are not new (when there are correspond-
ing mask data in the repair progress data), the facility
device monitoring server 1 stops the failure report
by email to the concerned party.
Consequently, the facility device monitoring server
1 transmits a failure report to the concerned party
only when the failure data are new, and the facility
device monitoring server 1 can stop the failure report
when the same type of failure continues to occur, for
example. For that reason, a situation where the fa-
cility device monitoring server 1 transmits the same
type of failure report to the concerned party can be
prevented, and a situation where the concerned par-
ty feels burdened can be controlled.
(2)
In the embodiment of the present invention, the re-
pair progress of the repair progress data can be up-
dated from "new" to "being repaired" or "being fol-
lowed" and can also be updated from "new", "being
repaired" or "being followed" to "repair completed"
by the facility device monitoring server 1 or the user
terminal 7.
Consequently, the concerned party can update the
repair progress of the repair progress data in regard
to a response or the like made with respect to a fail-
ure, so the repair progress of the failure can be man-
aged in greater detail at that time.
(3)
In the embodiment of the present invention, when
the facility device monitoring server 1 has received
failure resolution data, the facility device monitoring
server 1 automatically updates the repair progress
of the repair progress data corresponding to that fail-
ure from "new", "being repaired" or "being followed"
to "repair completed".
Consequently, when a failure has been resolved,
such as when repair has been completed, the facility
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device monitoring server 1 can automatically update
the repair progress from "new", "being repaired" or
"being followed" to "repair completed". That is, the
facility device monitoring server 1 can automatically
reflect the fact that a failure has been resolved in the
repair progress. For this reason, the burden involved
in the concerned party updating the repair progress
can be alleviated.

<Modifications>

[0084]

(1)
In the above-described embodiment, the multi-type
air conditioner 5 is employed as a facility device, but
the facility device is not limited to only the multi-type
air conditioner 5; a separate-type air conditioner or
a duct-type air conditioner may also be employed,
and the facility device may also be a lighting device,
a power receiving facility device, a water supply and
drainage sanitation facility device, etc.
(2)
In the above-described embodiment, the monitoring
device 3 transmits the failure data and the failure
resolution data to the facility device monitoring serv-
er 1, but the invention is not limited to this and may
also be configured such that the indoor unit main unit
51a, for example, of the multi-type air conditioner 5
transmits the failure data to the facility device mon-
itoring server 1. Further, this may also be the outdoor
unit 52 of the multi-type air conditioner 5.
(3)
In the above-described embodiment, the facility de-
vice monitoring server 1 performs processing of the
failure data and the like every certain amount of time,
but the invention is not limited to this and may also
be configured such that, for example, the facility de-
vice monitoring server 1 performs the failure data
processing every time it receives the failure data,
performs the failure resolution data processing every
time it receives the failure resolution data, and per-
forms the changed data processing every time there
is a change in the repair progress of the repair
progress data.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0085] The remote monitoring system pertaining to the
present invention can prevent a situation where the re-
mote monitoring system transmits the same type of fail-
ure report several times to a concerned party, can control
a situation where the concerned party feels burdened,
and is useful as a remote monitoring system or the like
that is connected via a public line to a facility device and
a management device that manages that facility device,
with the remote monitoring system processing operating
data of the facility device transmitted from the facility de-

vice or the management device.

Claims

1. A remote monitoring system (10) comprising:

operating data receiving means (24) that is con-
nected via a line (6) to a facility device (5) or a
management device (3) that manages the facil-
ity device, with the operating data receiving
means receiving, as one set of operating data,
failure data transmitted from the facility device
or the management device;
failure report transmitting means (14g) that
transmits a failure report associated with the fail-
ure data to a concerned party who is a remote
monitoring system manager, a person in charge
of maintenance and a user when the failure re-
port transmitting means has received the failure
data;
new failure determining means (14e) that deter-
mines whether or not the failure data are new;
repair progress data generating means (14f)
generates repair progress data using repair
progress of the failure as a first state when the
failure data are new; and
repair progress updating means (7, 22, 14c) that
is capable of the concerned party updating and
inputting the repair progress of the repair
progress data from the first state to a second
state differing from the first state,
wherein the failure report transmitting means
stops transmission of the failure report when the
repair progress is the second state.

2. The remote monitoring system (10) according to
claim 1, wherein
the repair progress updating means (7, 22) is further
capable of updating the repair progress from the first
state or the second state to a third state differing from
the first state and the second state.

3. The remote monitoring system (10) according to
claim 2, wherein
the new failure determining means (14e) determines
that the failure data are new when there are no repair
progress data corresponding to the failure data or
when the repair progress of the repair progress data
corresponding to the failure data is the third state.

4. The remote monitoring system (10) according to
claim 2 or 3, wherein
the operating data receiving means (24) is further
capable of receiving, as one set of the operating data,
failure resolution data transmitted by the facility de-
vice or the management device when the failure has
been resolved, and
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the repair progress updating means (14c) updates
the repair progress of the repair progress data cor-
responding to the failure from the first state or the
second state to the third state when the failure res-
olution data are received.

5. The remote monitoring system (10) according to
claim 4, wherein
the failure resolution data include the date and time
when the failure was resolved.

6. The remote monitoring system (10) according to any
of claims 2 to 5, wherein
the first state is a state where the failure data are
first received or a state where the failure data are
first received after the failure has been resolved,
the second state is a state where repair has been
requested the failure or a state where the course of
the failure is being followed, and
the third state is a state where the failure has been
resolved.

7. The remote monitoring system (10) according to any
of claims 1 to 6, wherein the failure data include fail-
ure codes assigned by category of the failure,
the new failure determining means (14e) determines
whether or not the failure data are new per each of
the failure codes,
the repair progress data generating means (14f) gen-
erates the repair progress data per each of the failure
codes, and
the failure report transmitting means (14g) transmits
the failure report associated with the failure code.

8. The remote monitoring system (10) according to any
of claims 1 to 7, wherein the failure report transmitting
means (14g) transmits the failure report by email.

9. The remote monitoring system (10) according to any
of claims 1 to 8, wherein the failure data include the
date and time when the failure occurred.
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